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Save the Date...
Annual Meeting + Honors Celebration
October 16
Mark your calendars and join us for the
Chapter’s 43rd Annual Meeting.
Watch for location and registration details.
www.aianova.org/annualmeeting.php

24 Projects Recognized with Design Awards

Matt Shuba, AIA, Photographer

An amazing array of outstanding projects was submitted this year and our
distinguished jury from AIA Phoenix had a difficult time selecting the 24 winning
projects. As team members came forward to be recognized, a video of the jury talking
about the best elements of their project played on the screen, entertaining all the
guests.
Our Design Awards Celebration took place at the new Reston Station office building
designed by renowned architect Helmut Jahn, FAIA, principal at JAHN. The event
was a delightful celebration of architecture.
Our Winners’ Gallery, featuring multiple images of each project, as well as the jury
videos, can be viewed at

aianova.org/DA18

continues on page 4

Nominations Open for Chapter Honor Awards
AIA Northern Virginia is seeking nominations for the chapter’s Honor Awards
program. These awards recognize outstanding achievements of our members and
colleagues and are given at our Annual Meeting in October in the following categories:
Award of Honor, Distinguished Leadership, Outstanding Achievement, Service to the
Chapter, AIA Northern Virginia Chapter Award, and Craftsmanship Award.
Information is available at www.aianova.org/honors.php
To nominate candidates, send a brief narrative (approximately 250 words) and any
supporting graphic material, if needed, to our nomination committee at
aianova@aianova.org
Please be sure to provide the nominee’s name and contact information, as well as your
name and contact information. Nominations are due by August 24.
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August and I am still basking
in the glow of three outstanding
design award events.
New York’s A’18 convention
drove architects into their city
with seminars and tours held throughout the five boroughs. I
attended professional practice seminars in hopes of understanding
how to improve our office culture and better manage our studios.
There is a concerted effort at AIA national to encourage members
to revisit and embrace our Code of Ethics. A delightful tour
of Flushing Meadows sponsored by AIA Queens featured a
spontaneous jazz piano performance by our architect tour guide.
Overall, the camaraderie and the energy were uplifting and
invigorating. The COTE top 10 awards presentation was clearly
the highlight for me.
Each year, ten innovative projects earn the prize for setting the
standard in design and sustainability. Not surprisingly, five of
the ten awards were from California. I was delighted to see two
projects from our area awarded the renovation of the Renwick
Gallery and the renovation and addition to a DC public charter
school, Mundo Verde Bilingual School. The COTE top 10 is the
industry’s premier program for sustainable design excellence.
Design excellence is redefined through a complex matrix
of project qualities. Projects demonstrated careful resource
management and discussed their contributions to change and
discovery. All were aesthetically outstanding,
www.aia.org/resources/186291-2018-cote-top-ten
I was resolved to identify the actual Energy Use Intensity (EUI)
and the net carbon emissions of our projects.
Our AIA Northern Virginia Design Awards celebration was a
delightful evening on the penthouse floor of Reston Station
overlooking the sun setting on a dense green canopy. The event
began with a lively reception. A diverse group of twenty four
projects were awarded. All were creative designs, masterly
executed. Insights into their qualities were shared through a video
from our exceptional jury from Phoenix, Arizona. They focused
on the projects’ integration into the context of their sites, the
development of the client’s program and their aesthetic beauty.
Lastly, I recently participated on the jury for Fairfax County’s
James M. Scott Exceptional Design Awards. Established in
1985, the program recognizes achievement in the total design of
a building and its site, aiming to raise awareness of outstanding
projects among design professionals and the general public. The
design awards program is sponsored by the Fairfax County Board
of Supervisors and administered by the County’s Department
of Planning and Zoning in cooperation with the County
Architectural Review Board and AIA Northern Virginia. These
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Continuing Education Opportunities

Architecture Lab

Fellowship Information Session – 1 LU
September 7, 12:00-1:15p

Elma Hajric Willcoxon, Assoc. AIA

Join our Fellows Committee Chair, Kathryn T. Prigmore, FAIA, to learn about submission requirements
for AIA Fellowship. Strategies for obtaining and documenting experience, the online submission process,
resources, and roles and responsibilities for you and your nomination team will be discussed. At the Chapter House in Alexandria.
https://aianova.org/event.php?eventID=1747
DesignDC 2018: Constructing an Equitable Future
October 2-4
This year’s DesignDC conference theme is Constructing an
Equitable Future. Topics include:
• Affordable housing
• Designing for the differently-abled or aging populations
• Creating healthier, more resilient, places to live, work and play
• Practice and project management
• New tools and strategies including data mining and virtual reality technology
DesignDC is the premier regional conference focused on the unique challenges posed by working in
the metro area. The conference features two days of educational sessions and trade show exhibits at
the Washington Convention Center and a third day of project tours. Earn AIA, GBCI, AICP, IIDA, and
LACES credits.
www.aiadc.com/designdc2018
Structural Technology for Practicing and Intern Architects – 20 HSW LUs
October 6-7
This course provides an overview of the fundamentals of the structural technology topics that every
architect should be aware of. It also helps intern architects prepare for the structural portions of the
Architect Registration Examination (ARE5.0). Sponsored by Virginia Tech’s College of Architecture and
Urban Studies and taught by Professor Mehdi Setareh, PhD, PE. At Virginia Tech’s Urban Affairs and
Planning Building in Alexandria. Registration required by September 28:
www.setareh.arch.vt.edu/struct/alexandria
Architecture Exchange East
November 7-9
From physical tension, to spatial tension, to the tension
between creative vision and practical restrictions, design is about finding the ideal balance between opposing
forces. This year ArchEx will explore how tension can
make – or break – design. Francis Kéré, Hon. FAIA, will
be the 2018 ArchEx Keynote Speaker. Known for deftly
balancing the tension between traditional building practices and innovation, Kéré is an award-winning architect
based in Berlin. He’s a well-known TED presenter and
was a keynote speaker at the national convention in
2017, earning rave reviews. At the Richmond Convention Center. Registration opens September 4.
http://archex.net/

Presidents Letter (Cont.)

Committee Chairs

continued from page 2

Architecture Week
Joseph B. McCoy, AIA
Communications
Anh Tran, Assoc. AIA
Community Service / Canstruction
Lisa Lettieri, AIA
Jay Scruggs, AIA
Continuing Education
Vacant
CRAN
Francisca Alonso, Assoc. AIA
Design Awards
Manoj Dalaya, AIA
J. Paul Lewis, AIA
Committee on the Environment
Vacant
Fellows
Kathryn T. Prigmore, FAIA
Golf Tournament
Bill Conkey, AIA
Historic Resources
John A. Burns, FAIA
Honors & Nominations
Karen M. Conkey, AIA
Legislative/Government Affairs
Sean E. Reilly, AIA
Schools Connections
Maury Saunders, AIA
Small Firms
Dave Chan, AIA
Stephen Kulinski, AIA

projects were all exemplary. Having a thirty three year old design award program administered by the
Department of Planning and Zoning is a distinguished achievement in itself.

Women in Architecture
Rebecca Mezny, AIA
April Drake, AIA

Working at the local governmental level to elevate our profession is germane to our mission of serving our
members and improving the quality of the built environment in our communities. Grassroots advocacy
for sustainable design excellence has elevated our area at the national level. Today’s design excellence
requires a complex team effort. Improving office culture and embracing and inspiriting a new generation of
architects enable us to continue to build on our momentum.

Young Architects Forum
Simone Saidel, Assoc. AIA
Toni Lem, Associate AIA
Braden L. Field, AIA

AIA Northern Virginia News
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Design Awards (Cont.)

continued from page 1

2018 Design Award Winners

Award of Excellence – Salutoponics, East Boston, MA
KGD Architecture
Award of Excellence – Dahlgren Chapel, Washington, DC
GBR Architects
Photograph © GBR

Conceptual | Unbuilt Architecture
Salutoponics – Award of Excellence
KGD Architecture

Commercial Architecture
WeWork / WeLive Crystal City – Award of Excellence
Perkins Eastman

Proposal for Consolidation of a Federal Agency – Award of Merit
AECOM

Hotels at the Wharf DC, Canopy by Hilton and Hyatt House –
Award of Merit
SmithGroupJJR
Ten at Clarendon – Jurors’ Citation
Bonstra | Haresign ARCHITECTS

Historic Architecture
Dahlgren Chapel – Award of Excellence
GBR Architects
700 Constitution – Award of Merit
Architecture, Incorporated

Commercial Interiors
Project Sagamore, EMD Serono – Award of Excellence
INTEC Group, Inc.
Capital Aesthetic + Laser Center / Comprehensive Woundcare
Services – Award of Merit
FORMA Design Inc
Nixon Peabody – Award of Merit
Perkins+Will
Applied Predictive Technologies Headquarters – Jurors’ Citation
IA Interior Architects
DPR Construction MidAtlantic Headquarters – Jurors’ Citation
SmithGroupJJR
Ellucian – Jurors’ Citation
Gensler
Sterling Branch Library – Jurors’ Citation
Grimm + Parker Architects
4

Award of Excellence – Museum of the Bible, Washington, DC
SmithGroupJJR
Photograph © Alan Karchmer

continues on page 5
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THANK YOU
to our Design Awards Sponsors:

Signature Sponsor
Jacobs
Keystone Sponsors
HGA
Jensen Hughes
Whiting-Turner
Venue Sponsor
Comstock
Award of Excellence – WeWork / WeLive Crystal City, Arlington, VA
Perkins Eastman
Photograph © Assembly Studio

Printing Sponsor
Mosaic Express Printing
Media Sponsor
SmithGroupJJR

Institutional Architecture
American University McKinley Hall – Award of Excellence
Bowie Gridley Architects

Furniture Sponsor
CORT

Museum of the Bible – Award of Excellence
SmithGroupJJR

Threshold Sponsors
Ames & Gough
Aristech Surfaces
DAVIS
HDR
rand* Construction Corporation
Rockfon
Rockwool

Marymount University Ballston Center – Award of Merit
Gensler
Intelligence Community Campus Bethesda – Jurors’ Citation
AECOM

AV Sponsors
Optoma, LG, Absen, Audio Associates & Symco, Inc.

Residential Architecture
Manifold House – Award of Excellence
David Jameson Architect
Oak Ridge Renovation – Award of Merit
Robert M. Gurney, FAIA, Architect
Studio 6420 – Award of Merit
Robert M. Gurney, FAIA, Architect
Waterview Condominium – Award of Merit
Robert M. Gurney, FAIA, Architect
Alley Armor – Jurors’ Citation
KUBE Architecture
Hull House – Jurors’ Citation
David Jameson Architect

Award of Excellence – Project Sagamore, EMD Serono, Billerica, MA
INTEC Group, Inc.
Photograph © Andy Caulfield Architectural Photography

See all the winning projects in our Design Awards Gallery

aianova.org/DA18

continues on page 6
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THANK YOU
to our distinguished jury from AIA Phoenix.
Jury I
Residential, Historic and the Herlong Associates Award
Douglas B. Sydnor, FAIA – SYDNOR
Thamarit Suchart, AIA – Chen+Suchart Studio LLC
Clarisa del Castillo, AIA – Merge Architectural Group
Jury II
Commercial, Institutional, Commercial Interiors and
Conceptual/Unbuilt
Melissa M. Farling, FAIA – Gould Evans, P.A.
Robert J. Gaspard, AIA – WORKSBUREAU
Susan Mary Gray, AIA – BWS Architects

Award of Excellence – American University McKinley Hall, Washington, DC
Bowie Gridley Architects
Photograph © Prakash Patel

THANK YOU
to our hard-working Design Awards Committee:
Manoj V. Dalaya, AIA, Chair – KGD Architecture
J. Paul Lewis, AIA, Co-Chair – Dewberry
Lorin Boswell – AIA Northern Virginia
Deborah S. Burns, Hon. AIA – AIA Northern Virginia
Carlos E. Coello, AIA – KGD Architecture
Karen M. Conkey, AIA – Conkey Architects
Robyne Hamilton, Assoc. AIA – Shen Milsom & Wilke
Sydney M. Huibregtse, Associate AIA – MTFA Architecture
Joseph B. McCoy, AIA – Sanchez Palmer Architects
Michael F. Schwartz, AIA – HGA Architects and Engineers
Charles J. Todd – Little

Award of Excellence – Manifold House, Arlington, VA
David Jameson Architect
Photograph © Paul Warchol

Committee Spotlight
Did you know that AIA Northern Virginia has 17 chapter
committees?
It is through these committees that all chapter activities and
events are planned and organized. Committee members are
chapter members who volunteer to serve on a committee, or
multiple committees. This new feature will share information
about each committee and introduce you to the committee chairs.
Please consider which committees interest you and reach out to
the chairs to participate.
ARCHITECTURE LAB
Chair – Elma Hajric Willcoxon, Associate AIA
archlabnova@gmail.com
With local schools about to begin another year, now is the time
to volunteer for our Architecture Lab Committee, which provides
architecture-related activities for students in elementary through
high school. The committee organizes programs and activities
to teach children analytical, critical thinking and creative skills
through architecture. Arch Lab organizes our Architecture in the

6

Schools program, career day presentations, ‘shadow an architect’
which pairs prospective architecture students to firms in the
area, after-school architecture clubs and a scavenger hunt during
Architecture Week. This summer Architecture Lab was awarded
an Armstrong Grant through the AIA to develop after-school and
summer architecture activities for elementary students.
COMMUNITY SERVICE / CANSTRUCTION®
Chairs – Lisa Lettieri, AIA & Jay Scruggs, AIA
llettieri@rustorling.com + jscruggs@hga.com
This committee is currently planning our 15th annual Canstruction
Competition celebrating our commitment to support our local
communities. Our teams are already planning their fantastic and
creative structures to be built entirely of cans on October 26.
Hundreds of families will benefit from their efforts. Our partner
for 15 years, the Arlington Food Assistance Center, will distribute
all this food to our neighbors in need. This year our competition
will be at Dulles International Airport, while construction
continues at Reagan National Airport. Our airport locations
provide the opportunity for hundreds of thousands of people to
see what architects can do.

AIA Northern Virginia News

Photographs © JD Boswell and Matt Shuba, AIA
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Young Architects Forum

Women in Architecture

August 29 – YAF Planning Meeting
6:30-8:00p, at Winstanley Architects in Alexandria.
Open to anyone who is interested in hearing more about what
events and programs YAF offers.
www.aianova.org/event.php?eventID=1740

August 27 – WIA Committee Meeting
6:00-7:30p at MTFA Architecture in Arlington (free parking).
All are welcome to come and help plan our events. Free parking!
www.aianova.org/event.php?eventID=1744
September 25 – Women in Architecture
Book Club Returns
The WIA Book Club kicks off with a
fascinating book – Welcome to Your World:
How the Built Environment Shapes Our Lives,
by Sarah Williams Goldhagen.

September 8 – Nationals Baseball Game
6:30p, join YAF, SEAMWYMG and AIA|DC’s Emerging
Architects for the annual baseball game. The Nats will be playing
the Chicago Cubs.
www.aianova.org/event.php?eventID=1745

Join us on Tuesday, September 25, 6:007:00p, at the Chapter House in Alexandria.
Please read the book prior to the meetup!
Refreshments will be provided.
www.aianova.org/event.php?eventID=1759

September 23 – YAF Brunch
11:00a, at Ambar in Clarendon.
This is a casual social gathering and a great way to meet other
local professionals in the metro area. We encourage those in
allied fields such as engineering, landscape architecture, interior
design, etc. to join us.
www.aianova.org/event.php?eventID=1751
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Women in Architecture Leadership Survey
AIA is conducting new research on women in architecture
leadership. Please take a short survey to share your educational
needs, career development strategies, leadership opportunities,
and areas for improvement for all women in architecture.
The survey should take about 12 minutes to complete and you’ll
have the chance to win a $100 Amazon gift card. Please feel free
to share the survey with any women in your network.
www.surveymonkey.com/r/archwomenlead

AIA Northern Virginia News

AIA NORTHERN VIRGINIA presents

360 MENTORING
360 MENTORING is an annual program that
provides opportunities to connect, teach, and
learn for Architects at all levels of their
careers.
This year’s overall theme will explore the
intersection of technology and architecture in
the present and future of practice.

ballston
september 26
february 27

6:15-8:00 pm
november 28
april 17

Registration is limited and closes September 11
$35 AIA members, $40 non-members
For more information, visit www.aianova.org

AIA Northern Virginia News
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Chapter Adopts AIA Model Policies
AIA is committed to working with its members, firms and
components to assure the culture of our profession is diverse,
inclusive and welcoming for all architects.
To that end, the AIA Northern Virginia Board discussed and
adopted AIA’s Model Harassment Policy and Equity, Diversity +
Inclusion Statement at the July 2018 board meeting.
Both are published in their entirety in this newsletter.

AIA Model Harassment Policy
While the AIA has had a harassment policy in place since 2014,
they issued a statement in March on where the AIA stands on the
issue of sexual harassment and the architectural profession
www.aia.org/pages/185386-where-we-stand-sexualharassmentIn June, AIA distributed a Model Harassment Policy for all
components to adopt. This policy is also part of the AIA’s Core
Member Services.

Equity, Diversity + Inclusion Statement
The AIA’s Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) Statement
www.aia.org/pages/15346-diversity-and-inclusion-statement
was approved by the national board in December 2017. As part of
the AIA’s Core Member Services, all chapters must adopt the EDI
as a requirement of component accreditation.

As background, the national AIA Board of Directors has adopted
public policies and position statements on issues affecting the
membership, the profession of architecture, or the AIA, such
as civic engagement, professional development, regulation
and licensing, diversity, and environmental responsibilities.
Information on AIA policies and position statements:
http://aiad8.prod.acquia-sites.com/sites/default/files/2017-12/
Public-Policy-Directory-revised-Dec-2017.pdf

AIA Diversity and Inclusion Statement

AIA Components Model Harassment Policy

Adopted by the AIA Northern Virginia Board of Directors
July 9, 2018

Adopted by the AIA Northern Virginia Board of Directors
July 9, 2018

Diversity and Inclusion Statement
Leadership in design and construction requires collaboration.
Architects must encourage and celebrate the contributions of
those who bring diverse experiences, views, and needs into the
design process. Supporting position statements:

Purpose
AIA Northern Virginia (a component of the American Institute
of Architects (AIA)) and its members are committed to full
compliance with all laws and regulations, and to maintaining the
highest ethical standards in the way we conduct our operations
and activities. This policy is designed to prevent sexual and other
types of harassment within AIA Northern Virginia, and to provide
for corrective action as appropriate.

1. Civil rights
The AIA supports the promotion of human and civil rights, the
universal respect for human dignity, and the unbiased treatment
of all persons in employment, civic, and business transactions.
Embracing a culture of equity, all programs and initiatives
of the AIA and its members shall reflect the society that we
serve, regardless of race, ethnicity, gender, gender identity or
expression, sexual orientation, physical abilities, or religious
practices.
2. Diversity
The American Institute of Architects, as part of the global
community, champions a culture of equity, diversity, and
inclusion within the profession of architecture to create a better
environment for all.
Achieving this vision has a direct impact on the relevance of our
profession and the world’s prosperity, health, and future.

Who Is Covered by the Policy
This policy applies to the following people, referred to as
Covered Individuals:
• members of the AIA Northern Virginia Board of
Directors (or other governing body).
• all individuals who act on AIA Northern Virginia’s
behalf through election, appointment (including
appointment to a committee), or Board action, or under
authority from its Bylaws or Rules of the Board.
• AIA Northern Virginia staff
• all individual members of AIA Northern Virginia
engaged in activities relating to the business of the
AIA such as meetings and events, continuing education
sessions, tours, and any other AIA-related activities.
• all other individuals engaged in activities relating to
the business of AIA Northern Virginia such as meetings
and events, continuing education sessions, tours, and
any other AIA Northern Virginia-related activities.
Prohibited Conduct
This policy prohibits discriminatory or harassing behavior (that
is, unwelcome conduct) directed toward a person because of
continues on page 12
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How Green Roofs Fail - the ROOT Cause
by Anita Sircar, AIA
AIA Northern Virginia News Columnist
With installation of extensive green roofs on more and more
buildings in the DC area, it becomes apparent how critical it is
for these vegetated rooftops to be designed with the influence
of the elements in mind. It is inevitable that architects should
be more careful about designing green vegetative roofs, as there
has been a steady increase of claims for damages associated
with green roof failure. Designing and maintaining a green roof
continues to be a challenge under changing and extreme climate
conditions, and some basic, often logical, approaches should be
considered to prevent plant failure. The correct types of plants
need to be utilized, the appropriate growing media should be
used, and proper irrigation means should be considered. Perhaps
most importantly, the only way to keep green roofs alive and
flourishing is to give them the necessary TLC in the form of
maintenance.
The function of plants on extensive green roofs encompasses both
aesthetics and performance. Lack of plant coverage will not only
impact how the roof looks, but will also quickly reduce the storm
water management performance of the roof. For an extensive
green roof to perform in the Mid-Atlantic area, it is critical that
appropriate plant diversity, density and maturity is utilized. Plant
diversity is particularly important to ensure there is growing
media coverage year-round. Every plant has a different preferred
season and will tolerate different climate conditions. Having high
diversity will prevent seasonal non-growth.
Secondly, planting needs to be at the appropriate density. If
growing media becomes exposed, elements like sun and wind
will quickly jeopardize the vitality of soil biology. Inappropriate
plant density means the roof will have spots of exposed growing
media between the plants. Plants have the natural function
to cover soil that stores their resources, to protect it from
overheating and drying up by the sun and the wind.
Lastly, plants must be mature enough to cope with the extreme
Mid-Atlantic climate. Summer temperatures of over 100 degrees
Fahrenheit truly test plants ability to live in the designed
conditions. An immature plant consisting of one or two stems
with several leaves and a root ball of less than 2 cubic inches
is by nature, not yet capable of coping with the Mid-Atlantic
climate. These young plants will need extensive attention and
nursing to survive the hot summer months. Rather than expecting
or hoping nature will be kind to these young plants, the green
roof should be designed with mature plants grown at professional
nurseries for twelve months before they make their way to roof
tops.
Often architects research for lightweight green roof on wooden
framed buildings due to structural load restrictions. Incorporating
mineral wool into the assembly will aid in reducing the thickness
and weight of the assembly. Three inches of soil depth over
1 inch of mineral wool is perfect for the DC/VA area, with a
standard mix of sedums applied in a blanket. Average weight of

this assembly in fully saturated condition can be as low as 20-25
lb./sf, as opposed to 35-40 lb./sf for standard intensive green
roof. A sample specification is a 100% biodegradable sedummix blanket (e.g. Sempergreen Sedum Blanket by Moerings or
equivalent) produced on a coir mat with a plant mix consisting of
12-16 varieties of succulents. This can be combined with Rooflite
semi-intensive planting medium which is a precisely balanced
blend of carefully selected lightweight mineral aggregates and
organic components like USCC STA approved compost.
When plants are installed they will need a water source beyond
what Mother Nature provides. Ideally, the green roof includes
a built-in sprinkler irrigation system. Unfortunately, certain
municipalities do not agree that irrigation and storm water
management go hand-in-hand, especially for very ambitious
LEED® projects, and therefore restrict the use of irrigation
system on green roofs. For these applications, a built-in
water buffer in the form of a retention layer under the soil
is recommended. The retention layer, ideally produced with
mineral fibers, will perform as a sponge which retains water for
scarcer times. In addition to the mineral wool retention layer,
it is necessary to have a spigot on the roof top for every 5,000
square feet of vegetation. When plants are initially installed, they
require approximately one inch of water every week for about six
months.
After all the above are addressed, one last, but certainly not
least, task is maintenance. Maintenance not only applies to the
plant canopy, what people see when they look at the roof, but
perhaps even more importantly, the growing media, which is
invisible to the eye. The largest green roof failure, as identified
by the Oakland Museum, California and Kaiser Center, dates
back to 1960. An asphalt-based roofing product, which did
not have sufficient root protection to restrict plant growth, was
used. Ultimately, the plant material degraded the roof. The main
issue identified by the Kaiser Center was decomposition of the
filter fabric layer which allowed soil to mix with the drainage
layer, ultimately clogging the roof drains. It is most important to
constantly monitor the nutrient and composition balance of the
growing media. A yearly soil sample with appropriate testing
protocols will be necessary to understand the actual conditions of
the roof.
continues on page 12
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Green Roofs (continued)

continued from page 11

Coordination with the landscape architect and structural engineer
during the design of the roof is absolutely critical. During the
initial design stage, ask the landscape architect questions such as:
• What type of green roof is being considered?
• Is the green roof sloped?
• What types of planting materials are being utilized?
• Will there be fully grown trees?
• Will there be boulders, water features, and/or heavy seating
which will impose on concentrated load?
For live load determination, ask if the green roof is going to
be accessible to the public? Inquire if the terrace has vehicular
traffic. Also considered transient live load that gets absorbed in
the granular drainage mat and soil medium. A green roof should
also be designed to consider wind uplift of soil media and wind
borne debris. Have seismic mass checked by a structural engineer
for the bare conventional roof and fully saturated green roof.
To prevent roof leakage, the architect should have a drainage plan
using a compatible waterproofing product and a leak detection
system in place. When performing an energy model for the
building, consider that although the green roof and soil profile
enhance the R-value of the roof, when soil is wet, the R-value
drops. Last but not least, the architect should consider regulatory
constraints pertinent to green roof installation.
In following these important guidelines, we will make the world
a bit greener every day! Happy Planting!
Anita Sircar, AIA is a Project Director with Davis, Carter, Scott
Ltd in Tysons. She can be reached at asircar@dcsdesign.com.
The author thanks botanist Joep van Vilsteren, GRP, with
Moerings Sempergreen USA, for his assistance with this article.
joep@moeringsusa.com

Hiring or Looking for a Job?

The AIA Northern Virginia’s Online Job Board can help.
Chapter members can easily post job opportunities free of
charge. And those looking for a job should regularly check
the postings. Just visit the job board to get started:
www.aianova.org/jobs.php
The Chapter also maintains a digital resume library. If you
wish to include your resume, please send a PDF to
aianova@aianova.org
If you are hiring and would like to request the resumes we
have in our library, just let us know at nd we’ll email you the
resumes we have for the level of experience you need.
Another source for both employers and job-seekers is the
National AIA Career Center:
careercenter.aia.org
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Harassment Policy (continued)

continued from page 10

his or her sex, race, color, religion, national origin, age, marital
status, personal appearance, sexual orientation or identification,
family responsibilities, physical or mental disability, political
affiliation, or other status protected under the laws of the
jurisdiction(s) in which AIA Northern Virginia is present or the
relevant activities take place.
Accordingly, no Covered Individual shall:
• engage in or facilitate any discriminatory or harassing
behavior directed toward AIA officers, directors, members,
staff, meeting attendees, exhibitors, advertisers, sponsors,
suppliers, contractors, guests, or others in connection with
activities relating to the AIA.
• engage in speech or conduct which is disparaging or
derogatory of persons based on any of the factors mentioned
above, in connection with activities relating to the AIA.
Reporting a Violation
Violations of this policy may be reported to the AIA Northern
Virginia Executive Director and/or to the Board of Directors. The
Board will be responsible for resolving any reported violation,
and will determine an appropriate course of action. This will
ordinarily involve a prompt inquiry or investigation, which shall
be conducted with utmost discretion and be kept confidential to
the greatest extent possible. Such inquiry or investigation shall
be conducted by the Board or by one or more of its members, by
legal counsel retained by AIA Northern Virginia, or by such other
person(s) as the Board may designate.
Board Action
Promptly after the inquiry or investigation has been completed,
the resulting findings will be reported to the Board. The Board
shall then conduct such proceedings and take such action as may
be appropriate and authorized under applicable law and under
the governing documents of the Institute and of AIA Northern
Virginia. If a Board member has been charged with the pertinent
violation, he or she may present arguments and supporting
evidence on his or her behalf, but will not otherwise influence or
participate in the Board’s proceedings on the violation.
If the Board of AIA Northern Virginia fails to address an alleged
violation in the manner shown above, the person reporting the
alleged violation may contact AIA Virginia at (804) 644-3041.
If AIA Virginia fails to respond, the person reporting the alleged
violation may contact the General Counsel of the American
Institute of Architects at
jstephens@aia.org
Alleged Violations of the AIA Code of Ethics
Certain acts may violate the AIA Code of Ethics and Professional
Conduct
www.aia.org/pages/3296-aia-code-of-ethics-and-professionalconduct
and therefore might be the subject of a complaint to the Institute’s
National Ethics Council. For more information, go to the link
provided above.
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AIA Virginia PAC Update

in the Virginia Public Procurement Act, you know that this will
be a multi-year effort, but your AIA Virginia leaders are starting
to work on this for you. If you aren’t familiar with this issue,
visit:
www.aiava.org/aia-virginia-investing-an-additional-17k-forqualifications-based-selection-loophole

by Eliza B. Engle, AIA
AIA Virginia Director and PAC Trustee
Advocate (noun) a person who publicly supports or recommends a particular
cause or policy
Advocating on behalf of the architects in the Commonwealth
of Virginia is what the Political Action Committee does. In the
March/April AIA Northern Virginia newsletter the results of the
chapter membership survey were shared. One of the areas noted
by you, our members, was that we weren’t meeting your needs in
the area of advocacy. Advocacy includes you, me and our fellow
architects around the state. Funds raised by the AIA Virginia
PAC go to assist in these efforts. We are working to increase
the number of participants and the amount of contributions to
assist in these legislative efforts. The AIA Virginia Government
Advocacy Advisory Council (GAAC) is working on creating an
award for the chapter that raises the most money and has the most
participants. The entire AIA Northern Virginia Board has donated
to the PAC this year; this is the first ‘hurdle,’ now we need YOU!
No amount is too small and you can donate anonymously, if you
prefer.
www.aiavapac.org/give
Change begins with us…we are all Advocates! If you are
familiar with the Qualifications Based Selection (QBS) loophole

On Friday, August 3, Sean Reilly, AIA, the GAAC Chair, and
I met with three state senators to start the conversation about
the QBS loophole. We also shared the many ways that Virginia
architects are important assets to our communities, including
organizing the post-disaster Safety-Assessment Program (SAP)
training
www.aiava.org/sap-training
and assisting our legislators by sharing our knowledge on school
safety design.
www.aiava.org/school-safety
We are also arranging meetings with our local state legislators to
introduce ourselves and let them know that we can be a resource
for them.
Are you interested in being an Advocate? We are always looking
for others to assist, just contact the Chapter House
aianova@aianova.org
to find out how you can help.
Thanks for your PAC contributions – keep up the great work and
we can become the PAC Champions for the AIA Virginia and be
recognized at Architecture Exchange East.

ArchEx
TENSION

presented by
AIA Virginia

Keynote Speaker:
Francis Kéré, Hon. FAIA

Nov. 7-9
Richmond, VA
AIA Northern Virginia News
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AIA Member Benefits

Number of U.S. Architects Up 3 Percent

(that you might not know about)

AIA Firm Directory
AIA recently launched a Firm Directory to provide consumers of
architectural services a tool to search for architecture firms and
obtain their contact information. This feature makes looking up
firm names and contact information much easier.
• The Firm Directory is accessible on the AIA website
www.aia.org/firm-directory
• The Firm Directory will provide visibility for your firm!
• The Firm Directory is a mobile-friendly sortable list of
architecture firms and contact information.
• Users can conduct a search based on the following: firm name,
city, state, zip code, country, and keyword.
• When a search is conducted, the user can then sort based on
firm name or location.
• It is a read-only list that pulls information directly from the
AIA’s association management system, netFORUM and updates
regularly.
• If firm information needs to be updated, contact the chapter
aianova@aianova.org
or the AIA Membership Department
memberservices@aia.org
so we can update your information in netFORUM.

The Survey of Architectural Registration Boards reveals the
number of U.S. architects is rising.
Every year, NCARB requests the number of architects and
reciprocal licenses from each of its jurisdictions – which include
all 50 states, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico,
and the U.S. Virgin Islands. The 2017 Survey of Architectural
Registration Boards, which reflects registration data from January
to December 2017, indicates architects in the United States rose
to 113,554, a 3 percent increase since 2016. Compared to the
population, there is one architect for every 2,900 people in the
United States.
The survey also revealed the second highest number of reciprocal
(out-of-state) licenses on record at 125,348 – indicating that
architects continue to have the mobility they need to seek work
across state borders.
According to the survey: Virginia has 2,933 resident architects,
the 12th highest number of the 54 jurisdictions. Virginia has the 5th
highest number of reciprocal licenses at 4,413, and the 9th highest
number of total licenses at 7,346.
See complete survey results at
www.ncarb.org/blog/infographic-number-of-us-architects-3percent

Follow AIA Northern Virginia
on Facebook

facebook.com/aianova

• Firm Directory does not replace Architect Finder.
https://architectfinder.aia.org/

on Twitter

twitter.com/aianova

Show Us Your Work!
We are looking for projects to publish in this newsletter and
BLAST. We offer three features to showcase our members’ work:
On the Boards
Featured Projects
Sketches
On the Boards -- Each issue of AIA Northern Virginia News
features a project currently “on the boards” being designed by
Chapter members. These can include theoretical, conceptual
and unbuilt projects or projects currently in the planning or
design phase. Submissions should include a project description
of 150-250 words and at least four images at print resolution.
Other information to include is the project name, location and
photographer credit, where needed.
Featured Projects -- Each issue of BLAST features a recently
completed project designed by a Chapter member. Submissions
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should include a project description of 150-250 words and twofour images. Other information to include is the project name,
location and photographer credit. You may also include a link if
your website has more information on the project.
Sketches -- Sketches is a feature in AIA Northern Virginia News
showcasing the artistic talents of our members. We encourage
you to share your sketches. Please send high resolution copies of
one to five sketches with brief captions and information on how
we should credit you, the artist.
We will generally publish work on a first-come, first-served basis.
Photos and images may be resized or cropped to fit the formatting
and it may be necessary to edit the description. Please let us know
if you wish to review any changes before publication.
To submit for any of these features, just email all material to
aianova@aianova.org

AIA Northern Virginia News

Thanks for sharing!

On the Boards
Living in the Wall
Little Diversified Architectural Consulting
Brooklyn, NY
Living in the Wall explores what happens when
the building envelope evolves beyond being a
line on a page to becoming a blurred line; a multidimensional, occupiable space for people and
the environment, technology and culture, inside
and outside. Through the frame of Air, Water and
Well, the design rethinks the concept of façade and
expands the definition into a mechanism that has
a measurable, beneficial impact on the building
occupants. By this means, the curtain wall becomes
the foundation for every element of the building.
The building has a double skin with seasonal gardens between
them and a unitized cassette-assembly of windows, both
vertically and horizontally, as well as building-integrated
photovoltaics and a rainwater catchment system for grey-water
use. The 30-story, module-based, unitized tower embodies WELL
building design to improve the health and productivity of its
inhabitants and connection to the community. Pulling the building

up off the ground creates outdoor community gardens and a
three-story winding boardwalk that engage the community at the
ground plane. Active design, biophilia, and other measures that
promote circadian rhythm and the creation of community have
been designed into the building itself. The building core has been
split so as not to impede amazing views to Manhattan.
AIA Northern Virginia News
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2018 Signatures of Loudoun Winners
The Loudoun County Design Cabinet has held this annual awards
program since 2005. Sponsored by Loudoun County Economic
Development, the he community is invited to submit nominations
and the projects are voted on by the Cabinet and a group of
students. This year’s winning projects were selected from more
than 30 nominations.

Public Spaces: Tippecanoe Lake Public Pollinator Garden,
Ashburn Village

This year’s award-winners range from Delirium Café, which
has repurposed a private home built around 1800, to the new
Sterling Library, which asked the community what it wanted and
incorporated some of their ideas in the form of specially designed
maker space, co-working areas, jelly bean pods, Brody lounges,
Solatube skylights and programmable LED lighting.

Familiar: Delirium Café, Leesburg

Design Cabinet chair, Alan Hansen, FAIA, presented the 14th
Annual Signatures of Loudoun Design Excellence awards with
two of the student jurors.
Legends: The West End Wine Bar and Pub, Purcellville
Architect: Beck Dickerson, AIA
Makeovers: Goodstone Inn and Restaurant Expansion,
Middleburg
Architect: Clint Good, AIA
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Details: Discover the Charm Mural, Leesburg
Details: Notaviva Star Window, Purcellville

Pace Setters: RagingWire Ashburn VA3 Data Center, Ashburn
Architect: Integrated Design Group
Interiors and Students’ Choice: Sterling Library, Sterling
Architect: Grimm + Parker
Infrastructure: Trap Rock Water Treatment Facility, Leesburg
Vision in Design: Frank Raflo
Photos of the 2018 winners are available at:
www.biz.loudoun.gov/gallery/2018-signatures-of-loudoun

AIA Northern Virginia News

FIND TALENT
FIND A JOB

Exceptional

People.
Exceptional

Opportunities.

Contact us today: (703) 579-1100
5870 Trinity Parkway, Suite 170; Centreville, VA 20120
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AIA Honor Awards Submissions due in October
Submissions for the first seven awards are due October 5, 2018.
Fellowship, Honorary Fellowship and Honorary Membership
submissions are due October 12, 2018.
Submissions due October 5:
AIA/ACSA Topaz Medallion for Architectural Education
This award, jointly presented by AIA and the Association of
Collegiate Schools of Architecture, recognizes outstanding
individual contributions in architectural education. Colleagues,
students, and former students may submit nominations.
www.aia.org/awards/7416-topaz-excellence-in-architecturaleducation
AIA Associates Award
This award is given to individual Associate AIA members
to recognize outstanding leaders and creative thinkers for
significant contributions to their communities and the architecture
profession. AIA chapters, Knowledge Communities, members of
the national AIA Board of Directors, and Strategic Council may
submit nominations.
www.aia.org/awards/7286-aia-associates-award
Collaborative Achievement
Collaborative Achievement recognizes the excellence that results
when architects work with those from outside the profession
to improve the spaces where people live and work. Shared
dedication and distinguished achievement earn this award.
www.aia.org/awards/7376-institute-honors-for-collaborativeachievement
Edward C. Kemper Award
From 1914 to 1948, Edward C. Kemper led the AIA as executive
director. Since 1950, this award has honored architect members
who carry on his legacy of continued and significant service to
the AIA. AIA components, Knowledge Communities, members
of the national AIA Board of Directors, and Strategic Council
may submit nominations.
www.aia.org/awards/10581-edward-c-kemper-award
Thomas Jefferson Awards for Public Architecture
The Thomas Jefferson Awards for Public Architecture recognize
architects in the public and private sectors, public officials, or
other individuals who design distinguished public facilities and/
or who advocate for design excellence. Any AIA member, group
of members, component, or AIA knowledge community may
nominate candidates.
www.aia.org/awards/7496-thomas-jefferson-awards-for-publicarchitecture
Whitney M. Young Jr. Award
Civil rights leader Whitney M. Young Jr. challenged the
profession to pursue progressive values in architecture. This
award distinguishes an architect or architectural organization that
embodies social responsibility and actively addresses a relevant
issue, such as affordable housing, inclusiveness, or universal
access.
www.aia.org/awards/7501-whitney-m-young-jr-award
18

Young Architects Award
This award honors individuals who have demonstrated
exceptional leadership and made significant contributions to the
profession early in their careers. AIA members who are in good
standing and have been licensed to practice architecture fewer
than 10 years by the submission deadline are eligible.
www.aia.org/awards/7506-young-architects-award
Submissions due October 12:
Fellowship
AIA Fellows are recognized with the AIA’s highest membership
honor for their exceptional work and contributions to architecture
and society. Architects who have made significant contributions
to the profession and society and who exemplify architectural
excellence can become a member of the AIA College of Fellows.
www.aia.org/awards/7076-fellowship
Honorary Fellowship
The AIA Honorary Fellowship program honors international
architects for their exceptional work and contributions to
architecture and society on an international level. Distinguished
architects who are not US citizens or residents and who do not
primarily practice architecture within the US may be nominated
for Honorary Fellowship.
www.aia.org/awards/7926-aia-honorary-fellowship
Honorary Membership
The AIA recognizes the notable contributions and service of
people outside of the architecture profession with Honorary
Membership in the Institute.
www.aia.org/awards/7931-aia-honorary-membership

Referral List System on www.aianova.org
In the interest of keeping our referral lists as current as
possible, we have moved from downloadable PDFs to a
sortable web-based interface. This allows us to make changes
much more quickly and has the added benefit of allowing
users to link directly to firms’ websites from aianova.org.
You can visit the database of firms here:
http://aianova.org/referral.php
The firm data and practice area selections were taken from
responses to the latest directory survey. If you didn’t fill one
out, or would like to update your information, please send an
email to:
referrals@aianova.org.
Our listings can contain the following fields for each firm:
Firm Name, Address, Website, Contact Name, Contact
Email, Phone Number, Number of Personnel and up to five
practice areas. If you feel your listing is incomplete, just send
us an email with your updates, and we will post them as soon
as possible.
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Professional Practice
AIA State Economic Profiles – This important collection of
economic indicators showcases the impact of the architecture
industry on society including employment and gross domestic
product. The profiles have been updated for mid-2018. See how
your state compares.
www.aia.org/pages/3551-aia-state-economic-profiles
Presenting the Project Planning Guide – The AIA Large Firm
Roundtable, along with AIA and other industry partners, teamed
up with Dodge Data & Analytics to produce a planning guide and
Contingency Calculator that helps teams budget and plan for risks
as they begin building projects.
www.construction.com/toolkit/reports/project-planning-guideowners-project-teams
AIA Virginia reports that Virginia code changes are scheduled to
go into effect in early September. Learn more at
www.aiava.org/virginia-code-changes-scheduled-for-september
The newest version of the AIA Consensus Construction
Forecast, with updated market segment consensus growth
forecasts for 2018 and 2019, has just been released.
www.aia.org/articles/205181-despite-emerging-economicconcerns-construc
Business Models Survey for Small Architectural Firms – The
Small Firm Exchange (SFx) is conducting the 2018 Small Firms
Business Models Survey to identify and measure the variety and
commonalities in small firm business models with the goal of
providing meaningful insight and analysis. The survey is intended
for sole practitioners and for firms with a maximum of 10 total
staff members.
network.aia.org/smallfirmexchange/home/content/
businessmodelsurvey18
AIA Film Challenge – The fourth annual AIA Film Challenge
theme is Blueprint for Better, highlighting the important
partnership between architects and civic leaders. We invite you to
collaborate in telling stories of projects done in partnership with
civic leaders and the community. Submissions are due August 27.
https://aiafilmchallenge.org/
ARE 4.0 Retirement FAQs – Whether you’ve been planning
your transition to ARE 5.0 for a while or you’re just getting
familiar with the new exam, here are answers to some of your
frequently asked questions.
www.ncarb.org/blog/are-40-retirement-faqs
ARE Fees to Increase – The cost of each ARE 5.0 division will
increase from $210 to $235 on October 1, 2018. The total cost of
the six-division exam ($1,410) will still be less than ARE 4.0’s
total fees. Candidates can purchase seat credits for an ARE 5.0
division at the $210 price until September 30. Purchase your seat
credits in advance of the fee increase if you plan to test within the
next twelve months and save $25 per division.
www.ncarb.org/fees

Invitation for Pre-Qualification to Participate in Tenders
for the Tel Aviv Metropolitan LRT Network – Metropolitan
Mass Transit System Ltd. (NTA) is an Israeli government owned
company in charge of the implementation of the mass transit
system in the Tel Aviv metropolitan area. An invitation has been
sent out for a pre-qualification process for NTA tenders for PPP
projects for the design, finance, construction and maintenance of
light rail train lines in the Tel Aviv metropolitan area. For more
information contact Cody Dietrich at
cody.dietrich@trade.gov
Call for Submissions: 2018 AIA Upjohn Research Initiative
Grants – The Upjohn program funds up to six research grants of
$15,000-$30,000 per recipient annually for projects completed
in 6-18 months. The research should relate to architectural
knowledge that can be applied within the discipline. Submissions
due September 1.
www.conferenceabstracts.com/cfp2/login.
asp?EventKey=PHVWNIRW
Building Our New Energy Future, developed for ASHRAE in
collaboration with AIA, offers a practical look at the future of the
energy sector and the role buildings will play.
www.ashrae.org/about/news/2018/new-primer-available-tohelp-buildings-professionals-navigate-energy-industry
Architectural Adventures is the official travel program of the
AIA, offering first-rate experiences in breathtaking destinations
across the globe. In an expert-led, immersive, small-group
setting, allow yourself the chance to engage with the world’s
most notable architecture, art, and culture. Plan your 2019 travel
now.
www.architecturaladventures.org

DC SUSTAINABILITY
SUMMIT 2018
Martin O'Malley
Former MD Governor

SKANSKA

GRESB
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Register Now
Only $95
Includes: Full Conference, Breakfast,
Lunch, Happy Hour, Door Prizes
2 Keynotes
4 Educational Sessions
Green Product Expo

Thursday October 18, 2018
9am - 5:30pm
Tysons Corner, VA
www.DCSustainability.org

Seth Goldman
Honest Tea CEO

DCSEU

INTEGRAL
GROUP
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FYI
Dewberry announces that Joseph
Wells, AIA, has been promoted
to intelligence community market
leader in the firm’s Fairfax, office.
In his new position, Joe will
be responsible for coordinating
with federal clients to address
issues related to cyber security,
lifecycle cost savings, security,
asset management, and resilience,
as well as general architectural,
engineering, and consulting
support. Joe earned his Bachelor
of Architecture degree from
Virginia Tech and has nearly 40 years of experience in the
architectural-engineering industry.
Kaye Orr AIA was recently appointed to serve on the Fairfax
County Architectural Review Board. Congratulations to Kaye!
Robert M. Gurney, FAIA was featured in a Washington Post
Magazine story written by Michele Lerner about prefab houses,
Prefab houses were once the ‘holy grail of design.’ So why aren’t
there more of them? Bob’s BM Modular One House in Bethesda,
winner of an Award of Excellence in the chapter’s 2014 Design
Awards, illustrated the article.
www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/magazine/prefab-houseswere-once-the-holy-grail-of-design-so-why-arent-there-moreof-them/2018/06/11/2af7f14a-1011-11e8-8ea1-c1d91fcec3fe_
story.html
Architecture, Incorporated has been hired to serve as the
architect for the new 32,000 sf training facility and offices for
DC United FC. The building will house training facilities and
offices for DC United, the new USL team Loudoun United, and
their Academy teams. Loudoun United FC’s new home will be
constructed on the east side of Philip A. Bolen Memorial Park in
Leesburg. The training facility will complement a planned 5,000seat soccer stadium in the park, serving as home venue for Loudoun United. Principal-in-Charge Gene Weissman, AIA says of
the project, “Architecture, Inc. has a demonstrated capability for
sports and professional training facilities of this scale” He added,
“As a longtime coach for Loudoun Soccer, I am very proud to
be part of the design and construction team that will deliver this
world-class training facility, further making Loudoun County a
soccer destination.”
DBI Repositions 1015 18th Street, NW – As the post-recession
commercial real estate market continues to heat up in
Washington, DC’s central business district, building owners and
developers are responding to the demand for Class A, amenityrich office space by transforming existing outdated buildings
into attention-grabbing properties. DBI’s recent transformation
of 1015 18th Street from a 1970s-era building into a modern
office space demonstrates that applying pragmatic, thoughtful
architectural and engineering solutions to whole-building
renovations is a practical, sustainable, and economical alternative
20

to the complete overhaul of a site. The DBI team included Felipe
Turriago-Borrero, Associate AIA; Geoffrey Lewis, AIA; Michael
Patton, AIA; Ebong Ukor, AIA; Steven Foster, AIA; and Kinga
Wojtusiak. View the Case Study:
www.issuu.com/dbiarchitects/docs/1015_18th_street_
casestudy?e=3912729/60189940

Call for Volunteers: ArchEx 2018
AIA Virginia is seeking a limited number of individuals to serve
as volunteers at Architecture Exchange East 2018, November 7-9
in Richmond. In gratitude for service, volunteers are invited to
attend ArchEx for free on volunteer days.
They are looking for volunteers who are capable of completing a
number of different tasks throughout the conference. Volunteers
are expected to commit to a minimum of one full day in order
to receive the complimentary conference registration. Volunteer
positions are open to all AIA Virginia members or students at
Virginia’s accredited schools of architecture.
Interested? Please complete the Volunteer Interest Form:
www.archex.net/volunteer

Membership Update
New Members
Sami M. Abdelghafar, AIA, Exp Federal
Daryl A. Artz, AIA, AECOM
David Begley, Assoc. AIA, Riverbend Homes
Douglas W. Blomeley, AIA, U.S. Government
Jennifer L. Burchard, AIA, KTGY Group Inc.
Grace Cabrera, AIA
Haley M. DeNardo, Assoc. AIA
Ashvini Mary Dinoy, Assoc. AIA, Cooper Carry Architects
Kristin Dommer, AIA, E4H Environments for Health
Christine N. Evans, AIA, KTGY Group Inc.
Zenairee Garcia, AIA, Lessard Design
Felix Ivan Gonzalez, AIA, Wiedemann Architects LLC
Ahmed M. Khalil, Assoc. AIA, ASD
Deanna E. Kohnstam, Assoc. AIA
Christina Lemley, AIA
Bailong Liu, AIA, HDR Architecture
Lisa Newsome, AIA
John T. O’Hara II, Assoc. AIA, FOX Architects
Rebecca Pantschyschak, AIA, KGD Architecture (Kishimoto.
Gordon.Dalaya PC)
Brian Potere, Assoc. AIA, W.C. Ralston Architects
Kara Sheikhattari, Assoc. AIA
Katelyn S. Smith, Assoc. AIA, Cooper Carry Architects
Robert E. St. John, AIA
Christina Thackrey, AIA, KTGY Group Inc.
Kurt D. West Jr., AIA
Rui Wu, AIA, Samaha Associates PC
Upgrading Members
Sheila Christian, AIA to Architect
Michelle H. Munson, AIA, Davis Carter Scott Ltd to Architect
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Calendar
August
Canstruction Team Meeting
August 22 | 6:30p | Alexandria
AIA Northern Virginia Honor Award Nominations Due
August 24 | 5:00p
Women in Architecture Committee Meeting
August 27 | 6:00p | Arlington
CRAN Happy Hour
August 28 | 4:00p | Arlington

Create Distinction.

Turn every window and door into a design opportunity with
dramatic sizes, dynamic shapes, unlimited colors and exotic woods.

YAF Committee Planning Meeting
August 29 | 6:30p | Alexandria

September
Explore the possibilities at andersenwindows.com
“Andersen” and all other marks where denoted are trademarks of Andersen Corporation.
©2018 Andersen Corporation. All rights reserved. MS1806_0364

David Hawkins
Business Development Representative
703.300.6108
david.hawkins@andersencorp.com

Registration Opens for ArchEx
September 4
Fellowship Information Session
September 7 | 12:00p | Alexandria
Nationals Baseball Game – YAF
September 8 | 6:30p | Washington, DC
AIA Northern Virginia Board Meeting
September 10 | 4:30p | Washington, DC
Interschool Design Competition
September 16 | 9:00a | Washington, DC
Committee Chairs Planning Meeting
September 19 | 6:30p | Alexandria
YAF Brunch
September 23 | 11:00a | Arlington
WIA Book Club
September 25 | 6:00p | Alexandria
360 Mentoring Session
September 26
AIA Northern Virginia Calendar - www.aianova.org
AIA|DC Calendar - http://aiadc.com/calendar
AIA Potomac Valley Calendar - www.aiapv.org/calendar.php
AIA Virginia Calendar - https://www.aiava.org/events
Branch Museum Calendar - http://branchmuseum.org/upcoming-events
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Chapter Partners
Friends

Supporters
Potomac Valley Brick & Supply Company
www.pvbrick.com
Stantec www.stantec.com

Contributors
HDR Architecture
Mosaic Express Printing

Ames & Gough Insurance Risk Management, Inc.
Andersen Windows & Doors
Arch Resources, Inc.
CADD Microsystems
C.M. Kling + Associates
ECS Mid-Atlantic
Marvin Windows and Doors
Moseley Architects
Pella Windows & Doors / K.C. Company, Inc.
Sislers Stone
T.W. Perry

1101 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314
(703) 549-9747 aianova@aianova.org www.aianova.org

